Abstract
Introduction
drought-forest feedbacks we should advance on the understanding of the long-term impacts of 58 droughts on the functioning of tropical forest communities.
59
Decelerating growth in some tropical forests over the past decades has been associated to 60 altered temperature and precipitation regimes which may modify the amount of water available to 61 trees and consequently drought severity (Feeley et al., 2007) . However, the latter study was based 62 on re-measurements of tree diameter changes which limited its retrospective analyses. Such re-63 censuses studies are usually shorter than 25 years and may render erratic results when the aim is to 64 decipher how tree growth responds to drought severity . Dendrochronology 65 may provide reliable, annually resolved, retrospective and much longer growth records of stem 66 wood production (a reliable surrogate of carbon uptake) in diverse tropical forests than monitoring 67 studies do (Zuidema et al., 2013 ). Yet obtaining such datasets requires sampling adult canopy-level 68 trees of coexisting tree species responding to water deficit, using appropriate tree-ring proxies and 69 successfully cross-dating (assigning a calendar year to each annual ring) those wood samples ranging from months to decades. The drought severity was quantified using a multiscalar drought 91 index, the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index, which explicitly considers the effect 92 of temperature on water availability (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). Our specific objectives were: (1) 93 to determine the main climatic variables related to radial tree growth, and (2) to evaluate the effects 94 of drought on tree growth at different time scales. We expect that the studied species will show 95 contrasting growth responses to climate and drought at characteristic time scales. The study site is a lowland and seasonally deciduous TDF located 32 km away from
102
Concepción in eastern Bolivia (Fig. 1) We sampled the seven most abundant deciduous tree species, they presented well-defined tree (Cook and Krusic, 2007) to obtain the chronologies of ring-width indices (Cook, 167 1985), which were used in all subsequent analysis.
168
The characteristics of the tree ring chronologies were evaluated for the common period 1949- The climate-growth relationships were evaluated at time scales ranging from 1 to 12 months to (Perneger, 1998).
197
To quantify the impact of drought on tree growth we employed the multiscalar Standardized long-periods (1949-1959 and 1978-1984) and two dry long-periods (1960-1977 and 1985-2008) 222 (see Fig. 1 ). SPEI and ring-width values for each species were compared between long-climatic 223 periods using one-way ANOVAs, and differences between long-periods were assessed using Tukey ± 0.2). On average, the wet long-periods were shorter (seven-11 years) than the dry long-periods In all studied species the precipitation was positively related to growth, while temperatures 247 showed negative associations in five species (Fig. 2) . Overall, the precipitation explained from and December (Acosmium, Aspidosperma, Caesalpinia and Centrolobium) up to January and March
265
(Anadenathera) (Fig. 2) . 
276
At long-time scales, the highest correlations between smoothed SPEI and growth data were corresponding to 30-(α= 0.5) and 18-years (α= 0.3) long scales (Fig. 4) .
excepting Caesalpinia which did not show any significant response (Fig. A.2) . The SPEI explained 281 from 17.5% (Anadenanthera) to 28.9% (Aspidosperma) of the growth variance at short-time scales
282
(from two to seven months) while at long time scales (from six to 30 years) from 44.8% (Tabebuia)
283
to 87.9% (Anadenathera) of the growth variance was explained by that drought index (Figs. 3, 4) .
284
There were statistically differences in tree-ring width for all species when comparing the four 
317
The most and least responsive species in terms of growth-index associations with precipitation
318
were Centrolobium and Zeyheria, and Caesalpinia, respectively. The most sensitive species 319 responding to precipitation require more water and a more efficient water transport for growth than 320 less sensitive species. In TDFs deciduous tree species show more variable hydraulic-conductivity 321 patterns than brevi-deciduous or evergreen species (Brodribb et al., 2002 sensitive species to temperature which may be related to the fact that it is an emergent species 359 whose crowns are usually completely exposed to elevated radiation levels. The drought index (SPEI) explained up to 28.9% of the year-to-year growth variance, which 382 suggests that the study species can buffer the negative effects of drought on radial growth at short property. We thank O. Royo for his help in the laboratory work. We are grateful to two anonymous 447 reviewers and the editor for their constructive comments on an earlier version of this manuscript.
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